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a b s t r a c t

A container truck transportation problem that involves multiple depots with time windows
at both origins and destinations, including the reposition of empty containers, is formu-
lated as a multi-traveling salesman problem with time windows (m-TSPTW) with multiple
depots. Since the problem is NP-hard, a cluster method and a reactive tabu search (RTS)
algorithm are developed to solve the problem. The two methods are compared with the
mixed integer program which can be used to find optimum solutions for small size prob-
lems. The computational results show that the developed methods, particularly the RTS
algorithm, can be efficiently used to solve the problem.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, container transportation plays a key role in international logistics. Furthermore, the importance of container
transportation and the proportion that it holds in the transportation market have been increased significantly over the last
two decades. Container transportation is a very complicated problem because of the numerous container types and container
sizes and the different transportation modes, and due to the increasing number of customer requests. Numerous studies re-
lated to different container transportation problems have been published. For example, Yun and Choi (1999) proposed a sim-
ulation model of the transportation and operation of containers in yards using the simulation software SIMPLE ++. Shintani
et al. (2007) examined a container shipping network design problem with empty container repositioning and developed a GA
(genetic algorithm) – based heuristic algorithm to solve it. Hsu and Hsieh (2007) formulated a two – objective model in order
to determine the optimal liner routing, ship size and sailing frequency for container carriers by minimizing the shipping cost
and inventory cost. Furthermore, Vis and de Koster (2003), Macharis and Bontekoning (2004), and Steenken et al. (2004)
classified the container operation problems in an inter-modal terminal and reviewed the related literature.

Containers are initially transported from their shippers to a terminal and finally transported from another terminal to
their receivers. This process of container transportation is usually done by truck. Although the distance of this container
truck transportation is relatively short compared to that of maritime transportation, the transportation cost per 20-foot
equivalent unit (TEU) is relatively high. Therefore, the container truck transportation is a very important problem. A short
review of the literature addressing container truck transportation is presented as follows. Coslovich et al. (2006) modeled
a real-world container movement problem as an integer programming problem, which they solved by decomposing it into
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three simpler sub problems. Imai et al. (2007) addressed the vehicle routing problem that arose during the picking up and
delivering of a full container load from/to an inter-modal terminal, and developed a sub-gradient heuristic algorithm based
on a Lagrangian relaxation in order to identify a near optimal solution. Chung et al. (2007) constructed a number of models
for a container truck transportation problem. After a basic model was constructed, the problem was extended in order to
include the cases that involve time windows and multiple commodities, and where different types of trucks are utilized.
Since a number of ports have been equipped with an appointment-based access control system, Namboothiri and Erera
(2008) studied a local container truck transportation problem for such a port. Cheung et al. (2008) constructed an attri-
bute-decision model for a cross-border container transportation problem, using Hong Kong as the study example. Addition-
ally, several container truck transportation problems were formulated as either a multi-traveling salesman problem with
time windows (m-TSPTW) or an m-TSPTW with social constraints, and were solved based on either heuristics or meta-heu-
ristics (Wang and Regan, 2002; Jula et al., 2005).

The transportation of containers either from the initial shipper or to the final receiver differs from other types of container
transportation. The shipping company usually owns the containers that are being transported. The containers are a type of
transportation resource used to contain freight. After a container of freight (i.e., an inbound container) is delivered to its re-
ceiver, the container should be emptied and the recently emptied container should be returned to a depot or to an alternative
similar location. Conversely, when an amount of freight is to be exported, additional empty containers are needed. Therefore,
the reposition of empty containers should be considered when we research the container truck transportation. However, to
the authors’ knowledge, such research has not been carried out in any of the literature reviewed above.

The main contributions made by this paper are as follows:

(1) A container truck transportation problem that involves multiple depots with time windows at the origin and destina-
tion, including the reposition of empty containers, is formulated as a multiple graph and modeled as an asymmetric
m-TSPTW with multiple depots which is a mixed integer program.

(2) A cluster heuristic algorithm is developed to solve the m-TSPTW with multiple depots. The cluster algorithm consists
of two main steps: construction of container vertex sequences, and assignment of start depot vertices to the
sequences. The cluster algorithm has been tested by using a number of randomly generated examples and compared
with the solutions obtained from the mixed integer program. The cluster algorithm can solve large size problems very
quickly and the obtained results are acceptable.

(3) A reactive tabu search (RTS) algorithm is developed to solve the problem. In order to automatically balance the two
optimization abilities as intensification and diversification, the length of the tabu list is adaptable and an escape mech-
anism is introduced. The RTS algorithm has been tested and compared with other methods. The results indicate that
the RTS algorithm is able to find the optimal solutions for small-sized examples in a short period of time, and the RTS
algorithm is sufficiently robust to solve large-sized instances.

The remaining content of this paper is organized as follows. The multi-depot container truck transportation problem is
described in Section 2, formulated as a directed graph in Section 3, and mathematically modeled in Section 4. A cluster meth-
od and a reactive tabu search (RTS) algorithm are developed in Section 5, and are tested and analyzed using a number of
randomly generated examples in Section 6. The paper is concluded in Section 7.

2. Multi-depot container truck transportation problem

There are three types of sites that need to be considered in the container transportation problem: the container terminal,
depot, and the customer. A container terminal is a site where various containers are transshipped. It can be a sea port, or a
railway hub station. A container depot is a warehouse where various empty containers are stacked and container trucks can
be parked. A customer can be regarded as a plant that will send or receive freight by containers. It is assumed that there is a
single container terminal and several container depots in the considered local area. A truck company with a number of con-
tainer trucks serves the container movement in the area. Each truck can be parked at any depot at any time. Furthermore, the
trucks can be used to pick up and drop off empty containers at any depot at any time.

There are several types of container movements as follows. The inbound full containers should be picked up at the terminal
and delivered to their receivers. After an inbound full container is unpacked, the truck should be used to deliver the recently
emptied container to a depot, or to a customer who will export freight at that time. Similarly, a certain number of empty con-
tainers should be delivered to the customers who will use them for export freight. After a container is packed, the truck should
be used to deliver the container to the terminal for transshipment. In addition, a number of empty containers are sometimes
required to be either imported or exported due to the occasional trade imbalance between areas. Therefore, a number of
empty containers should be picked up from or delivered to the terminal. This is a special type of container movement.

It is assumed that the truck company personnel know all the transportation tasks to be carried out in advance of the
transportation. All trucks are standardized and each truck can carry exact one container at any one time (e.g., a 40-foot con-
tainer). All trucks are initially located at some depots. A truck can be sent to any depot after its tasks are finished. The pickups
and deliveries of containers at the terminal and at the customer’s location must begin during their corresponding time
periods. All the containers should be delivered directly to their destinations without being stacked at the depots. The objec-
tive of this task is to minimize the total unprofitable traveling time.
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Let D be a set of depots, i.e., D = {d1, d2, . . . , dm}, where m is the number of depots. There are ni trucks originally located at
the depot di e D. Let C be a set of containers (cargo) to be transported during the considered time period, i.e., C = CIF [
COF [ CIE [ COE, where CIF, COF, CIE, and COE are the sets of inbound full, outbound full, inbound empty, and outbound empty
containers, respectively. The total number of inbound/outbound full containers is p; and the total number of inbound/out-
bound empty containers is q. Therefore, the container set can also be described as C = {cm+1, cm+2, . . . , cm+p, cm+p+1, . . . , cm+p+q}.
Note that the container set, C, is not exactly related to physical containers, but is related to the tasks that are to be finished.
For example, the cargo to be exported has not been packed, but a container of cargo to be exported is still called an outbound
full container. In other words, it is an element of set COF. Furthermore, the containers containing export cargo, including the
cargo in them, are known as outbound full containers, regardless of where the containers originate from.

The origin (pick up) time window of container ci e C is [sAi, sBi] (sAi 6 sBi). The destination (delivery) time window of an
inbound/outbound full container ci e CIF [ COF is [sCi, sDi] (sCi 6 sDi). Here, [sAi, sBi] and [sCi, sDi] are hard time windows asso-
ciated with customer locations and the terminal. If a truck arrives at a location before the lower bound of the time window,
i.e., sAi or sCi, it must wait until the lower bound. A truck cannot serve if it arrives after the upper bound of the time window.

Let t(t P 0) be the loading/unloading time of a container; and ti(ti P 0) be the packing/unpacking time of an inbound/out-
bound full container ci e CIF [ COF at its customer’s location.

Each inbound full container ci e CIF has a receiver. Each outbound full container ci e COF has a shipper. The receivers and
shippers, as well as the depots and the terminal, form a location set in this problem. Let L be this set of locations, i.e., L = {l0,
l1, . . . , lm, lm+1, . . . , lm+p}, where l0 is the terminal location; li(i = 1, . . . , m) is the location of the depot di e D; and
li(i = m + 1, . . . , m + p) is the location of the receiver /shipper’s container ci e CIF [ COF. The traveling time between locations
li and lj(li, lj e L; i – j) is then denoted by tij(tij P 0; tij = tji).

For an inbound full container ci e CIF, we have sDi � sAi P t + t0i. Otherwise, the origin and destination time windows can-
not be satisfied simultaneously (see Fig. 1 for an example). Similarly, for an outbound full container ci e COF, we have
sDi � sAi P ti + t + ti0.

3. Construction of the graph model

The container truck transportation problem described in Section 2 is similar but very different to the pickup and delivery
problem (PDP). There is another type of resource as containers besides trucks in this problem. An empty container should be
delivered before a container of freight to be exported is picked up. Conversely, a new empty container will be released after a
full container is delivered and unpacked. Therefore, a graph model is constructed in order to formulate the problem consid-
ered in this study.

3.1. Definition of the graph

Let G = (VD, VC, A) be a graph to formulate the considered problem, where VD = {1, 2, . . . , m} and VC = {m + 1, m + 2, . . . ,
m + p + q} are the depot vertex set and the container vertex set, respectively; A = {(i, j)|i, j e VD [ VC; i – j; i R VD or j R VD} is
a set of arcs.

Definition 1. Depot vertex i e VD represents the initial start from and final return to the depot di e D. The activities as picking up
and dropping off containers at depots do not belong to depot vertices. It belongs to various arcs, which will be described below.

Definition 2. Container vertex i e VC represents a series of continuous determined activities that must be taken in order to
finish the corresponding container transportation ci e C. The corresponding types of container vertex sets, i.e., VC = VIF [ VOF [
VIE [ VOE can be defined according to the different types of containers in set C. The activities of four types of container vertices
are listed in Table 1. The mapping relationships between the given parameters and the vertex sets are shown in Fig. 2.

Table 1
Activities of four types of container vertices.

Container vertex i Activities

i e VIF Pick up (load) the container at the terminal, deliver it to its receiver’s location, drop off (unload), and unpack it
i e VOF Pack the container at its shipper’s location, pick up, deliver it to the terminal, and drop it off
i e VIE Pick up the container at the terminal
i e VOE Drop off the container at the terminal

Aiτ Biτ Ciτ Diτ

0 it t+

Fig. 1. Relationship between the origin and destination time windows.
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Definition 3. Arc (i, j) e A is defined as the transfer from vertex i to vertex j. It represents various necessary activities. See
Table 2 for detailed description of the arc activities.

3.2. Attributes of the graph

3.2.1. Attribute of depot vertices
The number of trucks, ni, which are initially located at the depot di e D, is the attribute of depot vertex i e VD.

3.2.2. Attribute 1 of container vertices
The amount of time consumed by container vertex i e VC is called the serving time of this vertex. It is denoted by T(i).
It is unavoidable for a truck to wait at the destination location under several certain conditions. Fig. 3 describes the rela-

tionships between the origin and destination time windows and the times of various activities, where inbound full contain-
ers are taken as an example. As shown in Fig. 3a, even if a truck is used to pick up an inbound full container at the terminal at
the upper bound of a pick up time window, it will arrive before the lower bound of the delivery time window. Specifically,
the waiting of this truck at the destination is unavoidable. This type of unavoidable waiting time is included in the serving
time. In the case shown in Fig. 3b, it is not necessary for a truck to wait at the destination if the corresponding container is
not picked up ahead of time.

The case of outbound full containers is somewhat similar to the case of inbound full containers. The only difference lies in
the activities between the two time windows. The activities between the two time windows for inbound full containers are
the pickup and transportation. However, for outbound full containers, they are pack, pickup and transportation.

Fig. 2. Mapping relationships between given parameters and vertex sets.

Table 2
Activities of arcs.

Arc (i, j) j e VD j e VIF [ VIE j e VOF j e VOE

i e VD – Travel to the terminal Pick up an empty container at the depot di,
deliver it to the shipper of container cj, and drop
it off

Pick up an empty
container at the depot
di, and deliver it to the
terminal

i e VIF Pick up the recently
emptied container ci,
deliver it to the depot dj,
and drop it off

Pick up the recently emptied
container ci, deliver it to a
depot, drop it off, and travel to
the terminal

If the receiver of container ci is not the shipper of
container cj, pick up the recently emptied
container ci, deliver it to the shipper of container
cj, drop it off; otherwise, do nothing

Pick up the recently
emptied container ci,
and deliver it to the
terminal

i e VOF [ VOE Travel to the depot dj Do nothing Travel to a depot, pick up an empty container,
deliver it to the shipper of container cj, and drop
it off

Travel to a depot, pick
up an empty container,
and deliver it to the
terminal

i e VIE Deliver the empty
container ci to the depot
dj, and drop it off

Deliver the empty container ci

to a depot; drop it off, and travel
to the terminal

Deliver the empty container ci to the shipper of
container cj, and drop off the empty container

Do nothing

R. Zhang et al. / Transportation Research Part E 45 (2009) 904–914 907
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The serving time of container vertex i e VC is:

TðiÞ ¼
maxðsCi � sBi; t þ t0iÞ þ t þ ti; i 2 V IF

maxðsCi � sBi; ti þ t þ ti0Þ þ t; i 2 VOF

t; i 2 V IE [ VOE

8><
>: ð1Þ

Attribute 2 of container vertices. The time period during which the container vertex i e VC should be started is defined as
the time window of the vertex. It is denoted by [TA(i), TB(i)] (TA(i) 6 TB(i)).

It is known that each inbound or outbound full container involves two time windows, i.e., origin time window and des-
tination time window. The two time windows should be combined according to the time consumed by the corresponding
activities.

We shift the destination time window by the time TS, where TS is the amount of time consumed by the activities between
the two time windows. The shifted destination time window and the origin time window are compared in Fig. 4. Several
cases of the lower bound and upper bound are shown above and below the axis, respectively. In case (II) of Fig. 4, if a truck
is used to pick up the corresponding container before the time (sCi � TS), it will wait at the destination; Otherwise, it will not.
Therefore, it need not pick up the container before the time (sCi � TS). Of course, the lower bound of the time window of a
vertex should be between the lower bound and upper bound of the pick up time window. Similarly, the truck cannot pick up
the container later than the time (sDi � TS), as shown in case (a) of Fig. 4. The case of sDi � TS < sAi is infeasible and hence
omitted in Fig. 4.

The time window of container vertex i e VC is:

TAðiÞ ¼
minðmaxðsAi; sCi � t � t0iÞ; sBiÞ; i 2 V IF

minðmaxðsAi; sCi � ti � t � ti0Þ; sBiÞ; i 2 VOF

sAi; i 2 V IE [ VOE

8><
>: ð2Þ

TBðiÞ ¼
minðsBi; sDi � t � t0iÞ; i 2 V IF

minðsBi; sDi � ti � t � ti0Þ; i 2 VOF

sBi; i 2 V IE [ VOE

8><
>: ð3Þ

Fig. 3. Serving times of inbound full containers under different cases.

Fig. 4. Time windows of vertices under all cases.
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3.2.3. Attribute of arcs
The amount of time consumed by the arc (i, j) is defined as the transfer time of the arc. It is denoted by T(i, j).
Several arcs include the activities as traveling to a depot to deliver or pick up an empty container, and then traveling to

another location, e.g., i e VOF [ VOE, j e VOF. In such cases, a suitable depot with the shortest traveling time must be chosen.
The transfer time can be obtained as shown in Table 3 based on the corresponding activities. Any container vertex can be
connected with any other container vertex or depot vertex if the time windows are suitable. This can help us to build a math-
ematical model for the problem.

In summary, a directed graph G with vertex set VD [ VC and arc set A has been obtained. Each depot vertex i e VD has ni

trucks. Each container vertex i e VC has a serving time T(i) and a time window [TA(i), TB(i)]. Each arc (i, j) e A has a transfer
time T(i, j).

4. Mixed integer programming model

The problem is to find several routes with the minimal total transfer time. The first and last vertices of each route must be
depot vertices and all the other vertices must be container vertices. The number of routes starting from each depot vertex
cannot exceed its attribute ni. Each container vertex must be visited exactly once during its time window.

The following decision variables are introduced.

xij ¼
1; if arc ði; jÞ is included in a route
0; otherwise

�

yi: time when a truck starts to serve the container vertex i e VC.
The problem can be formulated as the following mixed integer programming (MIP) model.

min
X
ði;jÞ2A

Tði; jÞxij ð4Þ

Subject toX
j2VC

xij � ni; 8i 2 VD ð5Þ
X

j2VD[VC

xij ¼
X

j2VD[VC

xji ¼ 1; 8i 2 VC ð6Þ
X

i2Z;j2Z

xij � jZj � 1; 8Z # VC; Z – U ð7Þ

TAðiÞ � yi � TBðiÞ; 8i 2 VC ð8Þ
yi þ TðiÞ þ Tði; jÞ � yj � ð1� xijÞM; 8i 2 VC; j 2 VC ð9Þ
xij 2 f0;1g; 8ði; jÞ 2 A ð10Þ
yi : real variable; 8i 2 VC ð11Þ

Here, the objective function (4) minimizes the total transfer time. The total transfer time (i.e., unprofitable operation
time) involves the time of traveling with empty containers and traveling without containers. Constraint (5) indicates that
the number of arcs that leave any depot vertex should not exceed the number of vehicles that are initially located at the
corresponding depot. Constraint (6) implies that exact one arc enters and leaves any container vertex. Constraint (7) elim-
inates the sub-tours among container vertices, where Z is a sub set of VC and U denotes an empty set. Constraints (6) and (7)
indicate that any route initially starts from a depot vertex, and finally returns to a depot vertex. Actually, each route is fol-
lowed by one vehicle. Constraint (8) indicates that the service of any container vertex should be started during its corre-
sponding time window. Constraint (9) updates the start time along the route, where M is a sufficiently large number.
Constraints (10) and (11) imply the types of variables.

If there is only one depot vertex, then all the vehicles should initially start from and finally return to the depot, and then
the proposed problem falls into the multi- traveling salesman problem with time windows (m-TSPTW). Therefore, the pro-
posed problem generalizes m-TSPTW after it is formulated as the graph. The proposed problem is called m-TSPTW with mul-
tiple depots. This problem is NP-hard since m-TSPTW is NP-hard (Toth and Vigo, 2002).

Table 3
Transfer times of arcs.

T (i, j)= j e VD j e VIF [ VIE j e VOF vj e VOE

i e VD – ti0 t + tij + t t + ti0

i e VIF t + tij + t t þ min
k¼1;...;m

ðtik þ tk0Þ þ t
t þ tij þ t; iftij–0

0; iftij ¼ 0

�
t + ti0

i e VOF [ VOE t0j 0 min
k¼1;...;m

ðt0k þ tkjÞ þ t þ t min
k¼1;...;m

ðt0k þ tk0Þ þ t

i e VIE t0j + t min
k¼1;...;m

ðt0k þ tk0Þ þ t t0j + t 0
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5. Heuristic algorithms

Since the considered problem is formulated as a linear mixed zero–one integer programming problem, it can be solved
using various commercial tools such as CPLEX. However, such tools can only solve the instances with small size in consid-
erable time. Some efficient heuristic algorithms should be developed in order to solve the real-world instances. Although m-
TSPTW is a special case of the vehicle routing problem with time windows (VRPTW) (Chabrier, 2006), the best known
solution approach to VRPTW is not well suited to solve m-TSPTW (Jula et al., 2005). Furthermore, the existing approaches
to m-TSPTW cannot be directly used to solve this extension of m-TSPTW. Two heuristic algorithms are therefore developed
to solve m-TSPTW with multiple depots.

5.1. Cluster method

5.1.1. Step 1: construct several sequences of container vertices
Firstly, the depot vertices and all the arcs associated with depot vertices are removed from G. An arc (i, j) is infeasible if

TA(i) + T(i) + T(i, j) > TB(j). All such infeasible arcs are removed. The obtained sub graph is denoted by G, i.e., G = (V, A) = (VC, A).
A sequence initialized as si = i is assigned to each vertex i e V.

Secondly, the arc with the shortest transfer time in A is denoted by (i, j). The tail vertex i and the head vertex j are com-
bined into a new vertex and denoted by vertex k. The sequences of vertices i and j are connected. The sequence of vertex k is
obtained as follows.

sk ¼ si ! sj ð12Þ

The calculation of the serving time and time window of vertex k is similar to that of inbound full containers in Eqs. (1)–(3).
Specifically,

TðkÞ ¼maxðTAðjÞ � TBðiÞ; TðiÞ þ Tði; jÞÞ þ TðjÞ ð13Þ
TAðkÞ ¼minðmaxðTAðiÞ; TAðjÞ � TðiÞ � Tði; jÞÞ; TBðiÞÞ ð14Þ
TBðkÞ ¼minðTBðjÞ � TðiÞ � Tði; jÞ; TBðiÞÞ ð15Þ

All the arcs that are related to the vertices i and j are removed and replaced by a number of new arcs that are related to vertex
k. The transfer time of the new arcs can be formulated as:

Tði0; kÞ ¼ Tði0; iÞ; 8i0 2 V ð16Þ
Tðk; j0Þ ¼ Tðj; j0Þ; 8j0 2 V ð17Þ

The feasibility of these new arcs is checked and then the infeasible arcs (if any) are removed. The number of vertices and the
number of arcs in the sub graph G are decreased in this combination step. The two vertices of the arc with the shortest trans-
fer time are combined again. Such combination step is continued until there is no feasible arc remains.

Finally, there are only several separated vertices in the sub graph G. Let r be the number of vertices in G. Each vertex has a
sequence si ¼ ðsi1; si2; . . . ; sihi

Þ (i = 1, . . . , r), where hi is the length of sequence si. Each sequence means the containers which
will be visited by one vehicle in their orders.

5.1.2. Step 2: assign depot vertices to the sequences
In this step, a start vertex si0 and a return vertex siðhiþ1Þ are assigned to each sequence si. Here, si0 and siðhiþ1Þ are depot

vertices defined in Section 3. The vehicle that visits the container vertices in sequence si is initially located at depot si0

and will finally be returned to depot siðhiþ1Þ.
First of all, a vehicle located at depot j� is assigned to the sequence si� according to the following selection criterion.

ðj�; i�Þ ¼ arg min
j2VD ;i2V

Tðj; si1Þ ð18Þ

Specifically, all the arcs from depot vertices j e VD to the first vertex of sequences si0(i = 1, . . . , r) are candidate arcs. The arc with
the shortest transfer time is selected from the candidate arcs. Once depot j�has been assigned to the sequence si� , the number of
unassigned vehicles at depot j� is increased by one. If all the vehicles at a depot have already been assigned, the depot cannot be
reassigned again. Furthermore, one sequence cannot be assigned for multiple times. Therefore, the candidate arcs should be
updated after each assignment. Each sequence is assigned by a start depot vertex after such assignment is executed for r times.

When a vehicle finishes visiting all the containers in sequence si, the nearest depot to the current location is chosen.
Therefore, the return depot vertex is:

siðhiþ1Þ ¼ arg min
j2VD

Tðsih; jÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; r ð19Þ

5.2. Reactive tabu search algorithm

It has been proven that meta-heuristic methods such as the tabu search (TS), simulated annealing (SA), and genetic algo-
rithm (GA) are able to solve many NP-hard problems efficiently (Wang et al., 2007). Among various meta-heuristic methods,
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the TS method, first proposed by Glover (1989), appears to be the most efficient method for solving various combinatorial opti-
mization problems including a number of VRPs (Nanry and Wesley Barnes, 2000; Toth and Vigo, 2002). Generally speaking,
various parameters of meta-heuristic methods including TS should be carefully adapted in order to obtain a sound perfor-
mance. The performance of the TS algorithm depends mainly on the length of the tabu list. The reactive tabu search (RTS) is
an improved version of TS. It was first proposed by Battiti and Tecchiolli (1994). The tabu list length of RTS can be self-adapted
to balance intensification and diversification. Furthermore, an escape mechanism is introduced to avoid recycling. The RTS
method has been successfully applied in many fields (Castellani et al., 2007; da Silva et al., 2008; Blochliger and Zufferey, 2008).

An RTS algorithm is developed to solve the considered problem as follows.

5.2.1. Initial solution
An initial solution is generated using the cluster method described in Section 5.1.

5.2.2. Encoding
All the sequences of container vertices si(i = 1, . . . , r) and the corresponding start depot vertices si0(i = 1, . . . , r) are en-

coded into an array. If a certain depot has surplus vehicles that are not used in the solution, the depot still appears the times
as the number of vehicles in the solution.

s ¼ ½s10; s11; . . . ; s1h1
; . . . si0; si1; . . . sihi

; . . . ; sr0; sr1; . . . srhr ;1;1;2� ð20Þ

Eq. (20) is a typical formulation of a solution. The segment from si0 to sihi
of the solution presents a route. A vehicle located

at depot si0 serves the container vertices from si1 to sihi
in their orders. The elements 1, 1, and 2 at the end of the solution

mean that two vehicles located at depot 1 and one vehicle located at depot 2 are not used in the current solution. It can
be observed that the total length of array s is the number of containers plus the number of vehicles.

5.2.3. Variable-sized neighborhood structure
If two randomly selected elements of the current solution are exchanged, a neighborhood solution is obtained. In order to

guarantee that there is a depot vertex in front of each sequence of container vertices, the first element of the array s is fixed
during neighborhood exchanges. If the obtained neighbor solution is infeasible, it is discarded immediately. If it is superior to
the best solution in history, it is accepted regardless of its tabu status. Otherwise, neighbor solutions are generated contin-
uously until a sufficient number of feasible neighbors are obtained. The best non-tabu neighbor is accepted. The size of such
neighborhood varies from 1 to its maximum number. This can save computation time compared to a fix-sized neighborhood
mechanism.

5.2.4. Decoding, feasibility, and optimality of a solution
The feasibility and optimality of a solution can be verified along with the decoding of the solution. A vehicle from a depot

serves the container vertices that follow the depot vertex orderly until another depot vertex is reached or until the end of the
array. If no container vertex follows a depot vertex, the vehicle from this depot vertex is not used. The constraints are sat-
isfied automatically with the exception of the time constraints (8) and (9). Therefore, an attempt to assign the start time yi of
a container vertex i along the route is made. If the assignment succeeds, the solution is feasible. Otherwise, it is infeasible.
The objective value of the solution is the total transfer time of all segments ½si0; si1; . . . ; sihi

� plus the total transfer time from sihi

to the nearest depot vertex.

5.2.5. Adaptive tabu list
A pair of exchanged two elements of a solution is a cell of the tabu list. Two coefficients are given in the reactive tabu

search. Let nINC (nINC > 1) and nDEC (0 < nDEC < 1) be the increase coefficient and decrease coefficient of the tabu list length,
respectively. All the accepted solutions during iterations are recorded. After a solution is accepted, it is checked whether this
solution has been previously visited or not. If the solution has been previously visited, it means that the search has fallen into
a cycle. Therefore, the length of the tabu list should be increased. That is, LT = LTnINC, where LT is the length of the tabu list. If
no repeated solution has been found for a certain number of iterations, the length of the tabu list is decreased, whereby
LT = LTnDEC.

5.2.6. Escape mechanism
If it is found that various solutions have been repeated for a certain number of times, an escape operation is triggered. The

random exchange described in Section 5.2.3 is executed for several times. The ensuing search is then based on the new solu-
tion obtained. All the random exchanges are added to the tabu list in order to ensure that the search does not rapidly return
to the cycle.

5.2.7. Record and retrieval of solutions
A large number of solutions are recorded and frequently retrieved in RTS. Therefore, a binary tree is introduced to store

the solutions. If all the elements of two solutions are equal, then the solutions are equal. Otherwise, the comparison result is
defined as the first unequal element of the solutions.
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5.2.8. Stopping criterion
If the given maximum number of iterations is reached, the search stops.

6. Computational experiments

6.1. Generation of examples

The performance of the proposed solution methods should be tested on a large number of examples. However, it is very
hard to obtain enough real-world data sets from trucking companies. Furthermore, there are no benchmark examples for the
container truck transportation problem, to the authors’ knowledge. Therefore, various examples are randomly generated in
order to test the solution methods. The generated examples are as similar to the real-world case as they can be. Similar
experiments based on randomly generated examples can be found in many existing papers such as Cheung et al. (2008), Imai
et al. (2007) and Jula et al. (2005).

The examples are based on the Euclidean plane with a length and width equal to a 3-h’s distance by truck. Several loca-
tions are randomly generated in the Euclidean plane firstly. These locations include the terminal, the depots and customers.
Then, the shippers of the outbound full containers and the receivers of the inbound full containers are uniformly located at
the customer locations. Several shippers of the outbound full containers and several receivers of the inbound full containers
can occasionally be located at the same site, simulating the real-life case. A number of vehicles are initially located at the
depots.

The load/unload time is assumed to be 5 min (Chung et al., 2007). The pack/unpack time of the full containers are distrib-
uted within the range of 5–60 min. The traveling time between any two locations can be calculated based on their coordi-
nates. The lower bounds of pick up time windows of all the containers are distributed within the range of 8:00 am to 12:00
am. The interval lengths of pick up time windows are generated as random variables in the interval from 0 to 3 h. For in-
bound/outbound full containers, it is assumed that the lower bounds of the delivery time windows are the corresponding
lower bounds of the pick up time windows plus the traveling times between the corresponding customer locations and
the terminal. The interval lengths of the delivery time windows are generated as random variables in the interval from 2
to 5 h. Ten examples are generated to test the performance of the methods. General information for these examples is shown
in Table 4.

The operation times and time windows in the examples are reasonable. Besides, the examples are very similar to the real-
life case. All types of time windows, wide or narrow, can be found in the examples. For instance, the pickup time windows (in
min) in Example 3 are listed in Table 5.

6.2. Comparison of the three algorithms

The linear MIP model is coded in ILOG CPLEX 10.0.0. The experiments are tested on a computer with Intel� Pentium CPU
3.40 GHz, 3.39 GHz, and 0.99 GB memory. The cluster method and the RTS algorithm are coded in Matlab 7.3 by Math Works,
Inc. All examples are tested by the cluster method and the RTS algorithm on the same personal computer. The parameters of

Table 4
General information for the examples.

Example no. m ni(i = 1, . . . , m) Number of containers

In-full Out-full In-empty Out-empty Total

1 2 2, 2 2 2 0 1 5
2 2 4, 3 5 4 0 1 10
3 4 2, 2, 2, 2 5 5 5 0 15
4 3 4, 4, 4 10 5 0 1 16
5 3 4, 4, 4 10 5 0 2 17
6 3 4, 4, 4 10 5 0 3 18
7 3 4, 4, 4 10 5 0 5 20
8 4 16, 6, 6, 6 30 15 0 5 50
9 4 10, 10, 10, 10 40 40 0 20 100
10 6 20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20 100 80 20 0 200

Table 5
Pickup time windows in Example 3.

Container 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

LB 8 128 14 186 166 84 155 193 8 90 106 85 193 4 208
UB 135 223 161 336 230 229 268 215 43 240 108 91 293 60 296
Length 127 95 147 150 64 145 113 22 35 150 2 6 100 56 88
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the RTS algorithm are shown in Table 6. The maximum size of the neighborhood and the maximum number of iterations
increase along with the size of the examples.

The obtained objective values (in min), and the CPU times (in s) of the three methods are shown in Table 7.
As shown in Table 7, we found optimal solutions for the first six examples. However, as expected, the computation time of

this method increases significantly as the number of containers increases. Therefore, the examples with medium or large size
cannot be solved using this method. The examples with any size can be solved using the cluster method very quickly. In addi-
tion, the performance of the cluster method is relatively acceptable. The objective value gaps between the two methods are
approximately 20%. The cluster method found the optimum solution for Example 1. The optimum solutions of most of the
examples can be found by the RTS algorithm in a considerable amount of time. It can be observed that for the first five exam-
ples, the optimum solutions have been found by the RTS algorithm. Example 6 is the only example whereby the optimum
solution has not been found by RTS with the given parameters. Therefore, this example is solved again by RTS with the max-
imum number of iterations being 1500. The optimum solution is found while the computation time is increased to 408.80 s.
It can be found that the reactive mechanism of RTS can prevent the algorithm from cycling efficiently. The optimum solu-
tions of the tested examples can be found only if the neighborhood size and the maximum iteration times are of a sufficient
number. It is not necessary to vary the other parameters when the size of the problems changes. Therefore, among the three
methods, the RTS algorithm is recommended.

6.3. Stability of the RTS algorithm

The developed RTS algorithm is a type of random search algorithm. Therefore, if the algorithm is re-executed, different
results may perhaps be obtained. In order to test the stability of the RTS algorithm, Examples 6 and 7 are solved repeatedly
for 10 times. The obtained results are shown in Table 8.

Table 6
Parameters of the RTS algorithm.

Parameters of the RTS algorithm Values in the examples

Initial length of tabu list 5
Increase coefficient of the tabu list length (nINC) 1.01
Maximum number of iterations without finding repeated

solutions
20

Decrease coefficient of the tabu list length (nDEC) 0.9
Maximum times of repeated solutions found 20
Maximum size of neighborhood 5 for Example 1, 20 for Example 2, 100 for Example 3 to Example 10
Maximum number of iterations 20 for Example 1, 100 for Example 2, 1000 for Example 3 to Example 6, 1500 for Example 7 to

Example 10

Table 7
Comparison of the three solution methods.

Example no. MIP Cluster method RTS algorithm

Objective value CPU time Objective value CPU time Objective value CPU time

1 325 1.17 325 0.03 325 0.19
2 1096 3.48 1236 0.05 1096 4.25
3 682 23.9 949 0.06 682 289.77
4 598 64.98 761 0.08 598 220.55
5 1926 152.28 2067 0.11 1926 240.95
6 1417 1931.87 1854 0.17 1615 275.5
7 NAa NA 1145 0.16 1105 572.63
8 NA NA 4831 1.13 4556 1077.23
9 NA NA 7836 9.61 6006 3428.30
10 NA NA 16597 66.92 15342 5127.69

a NA: the result cannot be obtained because of too much computational time.

Table 8
The statistical information of the RTS algorithm.

Example Index Each repeated time Statistical

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Worst Opt (%)

6 Obj 1417 1417 1417 1417 1754 1615 1417 1417 1417 1417 1754 80
CPU 409 427 471 453 461 457 545 455 457 518 545 –

7 Obj 1105 1105 1105 1106 1105 1105 1105 1105 1105 1105 1106 90
CPU 573 521 545 713 536 554 534 549 614 537 713 –
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It can be observed that the optimum solutions are obtained at a high percentage (80% and 90% for the two examples).
Furthermore, the objective values under the worst case are reasonable. The CPU times of the RTS algorithm are also stable.
Therefore, the performance of the developed RTS algorithm is relatively stable and robust.

7. Conclusions

A container truck transportation problem is investigated in this paper. The problem involves multiple depots with time
windows at both origins and destinations, including the reposition of empty containers. It is formulated as a multiple direc-
ted graph. Then, the problem is defined as a multi-traveling salesman problem with time windows (m-TSPTW) with multiple
depots. The main contribution of the paper to the literature is to extend the existing studies on the container truck trans-
portation problem (e.g., Imai et al., 2007; Cheung et al., 2008; Namboothiri and Erera, 2008) to the problem with multiple
depots which is a more realistic problem. A cluster method and a reactive tabu search (RTS) algorithm are developed to solve
the m-TSPTW with multiple depots. The two methods are tested using various randomly generated examples. The obtained
results are compared with the optimum solutions obtained from the mixed integer program solved by CPLEX. The results
indicate that the cluster method can rapidly solve large size problems in which the solutions are relatively acceptable.
The RTS algorithm can find the optimum solutions of small size problems in a considerable amount of time. Furthermore,
the developed RTS algorithm is sufficiently robust and stable to the large size problems.
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